
light
reinvented

Imagine the possibilities



 

dream it—light it 
Forget everything you ever knew about lighting. Forget the 
restrictions, limitations and imperfections. CeeLite’s Light Emitting 
Capacitor (LEC) technology is completely different. It has endless 
applications and creates so many possibilities that TIME magazine 
selected it as one of the “Best Inventions.”

CeeLite LEC panels are paper-thin, lightweight and flexible.  
They actually bend; yet they’re not fragile or delicate. They’re 
impact and vibration resistant; and can be used indoors & 
outdoors.* CeeLite LEC panels’ unique features make them 
easy to install and maintain.

They’re very cool–they generate virtually no heat or UV.

They use very little power–and cost little to run.

Environmentally friendly. No special handling or disposal needed.

Flawless illumination that is uniform across the entire surface.

Tile LEC panels together to make displays of any size.

light without limits
With LEC technology, CeeLite has created an entirely new lighting category. It enables you 
to do things with light that simply weren’t possible before. 

Leading architects, designers and fabricators worldwide are using CeeLite in infinite applications 
from inventive designs and displays to commercial signage, floors, walls and countertops. From 
industries such as TV/movie studios to museums and transportation where lighting quality, 
demanding adherence to rigid specifications and certifications are critical, CeeLite really shines!

Its dramatically different properties allow you to design with light. And break all the rules. 
Already, there are more than 5,000 illumination solutions using CeeLite LEC panels–for 
companies like Disney®, CNN, StarbucksTM, H&M and more.

Now, what can you do with an entirely different kind of light?  
Visit us on-line at www.CeeLite.com to explore the possibilities. 

*Note: Specific LEC products are rated for outdoor use.
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a whole new way
to use light

 

photos previous page: 
top: Byron Nelson Classic PGA tour event tent faux skylight 

bottom: CNN Headline News (HLN) newsroom architectural lighting, Atlanta headquarters

photos this page: 
top: H&M flagship store display, Fifth Avenue, New York City 

bottom: Boone Pickens Stadium food service display, Oklahoma State University 
right: Condo de Godo portable event floor, Barcelona, Spain www.CeeLite.com



all eyes are on CeeLite 
and its amazing LEC panels

even the power source is generating excitement
CeeLite LEC panels are powered by proprietary smart inverters. These inverters are programmable 
and can provide brightness control and fading/flashing to create sequenced effects over multiple LEC 
panels. Inverters run on AC or DC power and they include safety features that are suited for a wide 
variety of applications.

the company that’s redefining lighting
CeeLite is emerging as a world leader in illuminated solutions. And soon we’ll be taking an even 
bigger leap forward. Years of additional research have led to a stunning new technology that will alter 
the landscape of lighting worldwide, with design possibilities and energy-efficiencies that were never 
before dreamed possible.

A clean technology growth company with worldwide headquarters in the Philadelphia and Denver 
metropolitan areas, CeeLite is proud to be manufacturing its LEC panels in the USA.

photos this page: 
left: Herald Square subway station advertising, New York City 
center: Custom Yacht architectural lighting 
right: Regional Transportation Commission bus advertising, Las Vegas, Nevada

People can’t help but notice  
CeeLite’s LEC panels. We’re also 
catching the attention of publications 
that review inventions. We’re making  
all the top lists and the rewards and 
recognition keep pouring in:

TIME magazine’s 
Best Inventions

Electronic Products magazine’s 
Products of the Year

Buildings magazine’s 
Editor’s Choice

  

66 Bethlehem Pike, PO Box 553 
Colmar, PA 18915 
Phone 215.716.3720 
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